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This book is intended as a concise but thorough ready reference for requirements
analysts (RAs)—those who are assigned to determine the requirements
for planned systems and software, both in computing and engineering.
It is a desk guide/handbook that focuses on how RAs can best perform their
work.

The requirements are key to the success or failure of technical projects.
They are the basis of all of the follow-on work. It’s been my experience that
most projects and organizations fail to use effective requirements practices
and a documented requirements process, and also that those assigned as
RAs are cast into the needed work without proper preparation, experience
and training, and without a good handbook that advises them on how to
perform their roles and what to do.

RAs are in a strategic position to influence the activities performed on a
systems or software engineering task or project:
◗ The requirements are vital to the initiation, conduct, and completion
of the needed work.
◗ They are of great importance in achieving the objectives of customers
and users.
◗ Trained, experienced RAs are valued advisors to the program, project,
or task manager and invaluable resources for other members of the
team.
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Cellular Automata: 7th International Conference on Cellular Automata for Research and Industry, ACRI 2006, Perpignan, France, September 20-23, 2006,   ProceedingsSpringer, 2006
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Cellular Automata for Research and Industry, ACRI 2006, held in Perpignan, France in September 2006.
The 53 revised full papers and 19 revised poster papers presented together with 6 invited lectures were carefully reviewed and selected from around 100...
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Dyslexia and MathematicsRoutledge, 1991
"The articles are well written; contain accurate, useful information helpful to teachers of all students. . . . If you deal with dyslexic students in a mathematics setting, you should read and keep this book for your reference library."  -- William Rogge, Lincoln Northeast High School, Mathematics Teacher - 10/92    
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Stroke Genomics: Methods and Reviews (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	With sequencing of the human genome now complete, deciphering the role of gene function in human neurological pathophysiology is a promise that has yet to be realized. More than most diseases, stroke has been keenly studied from a genomic perspective. Studies are numerous and incorporate data on stroke inheritance, chromosomal loci of risk,...
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The User Experience Team of OneRosenfeld Media, 2013

	There are some things you should never do at the same time: Move.

	Have a baby. Adopt a puppy. Change jobs. Leah did all of this

	while also writing this book.





	And while anyone who knows Leah shouldn’t be surprised by her ability

	to pull all of this off, this speaks to a tenacity shared by those who find...
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Server Component Patterns: Component Infrastructures Illustrated with EJB (Wiley Software Patterns Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2002
This book is about component-based development on the server. Examples
for such technologies are Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB), CORBA
Components (CCM) or Microsoft’s COM+, which have all gained
widespread use recently. To build successful applications based on
these technologies, the developer should have an understanding of...
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Bayesian Logical Data Analysis for the Physical Sciences: A Comparative Approach with Mathematica® SupportCambridge University Press, 2005

	Bayesian inference provides a simple and unified approach to data analysis, allowing experimenters to assign probabilities to competing hypotheses of interest, on the basis of the current state of knowledge. By incorporating relevant prior information, it can sometimes improve model parameter estimates by many orders of magnitude. This book...
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